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1.String Landscape

2.Impurities and Vacuum Decay

3.Monopole and Vacuum Decay in String Theory
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D3

D3 acts as a monopole in 4D spacetime.
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Catalytic Effect by Impurities

tunneling rate exp(-B) vs # of D3

Existence of monopole catalyzed the vacuum decay in String theory!
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Calculate decay rate exp(-B) in the case with small # of D3.

potential for bubble creation in bulk On the wall

monopole term(magnetic flux)

False Vacuum itself vanishes 
with large number of D3.

There are about 10^500  
possible compactification in string theory! 

We may ask  
“Which is the correct model of our universe?”

or

We may change the question by the conjecture “multiverse”.

bubble creation in carbonated drink 
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Catalytic effect on vacuum decay occurs in string theory?

Present candidates for string model of our universe may be denied.
KPV model decays through following process(We treat similar process).

Define B0 as lifetime without monopole 
(Calculated by QFT)

if yes

Then the question is “which lives as long as our universe?”

Conclusion: 
Catalytic effect on vacuum decay by impurities possibly 
occurs in String Theory. Present string models may have 
much shorter lifetime. There might be much less long lived 
string model of our universe.

Transition process 
=bubble creation

purple part=domain wall

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
D5 ○ ○ ○ ○ △ △ △ × × ×
DW ○ △ △ △ ○ ○ ○ × × ×
D3 ○ × × × ○ ○ ○ × × ×
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